ABSTRACT. Motivated by the study of ribbon knots we explore symmetric unions, a beautiful construction introduced by Kinoshita and Terasaka in 1957. For symmetric diagrams we develop a two-variable refinement W D (s,t) of the Jones polynomial that is invariant under symmetric Reidemeister moves. Here the two variables s and t are associated to the two types of crossings, respectively on and off the symmetry axis. From sample calculations we deduce that a ribbon knot can have essentially distinct symmetric union presentations even if the partial knots are the same.
INTRODUCTION AND OUTLINE OF RESULTS
A knot diagram D is said to be a symmetric union if it is obtained from a connected sum of a knot K + and its mirror image K − by inserting an arbitrary number of crossings on the symmetry axis. Figure 1 displays two examples with K ± = 5 2 . (We shall give detailed definitions in §2.) Reversing this construction, the knots K ± can be recovered by cutting along the axis; they are called the partial knots of D. FIGURE 1. Two symmetric union presentations of the ribbon knot 9 27 (left and right) obtained from the connected sum of the partial knots K ± = 5 2 (middle) by inserting crossings on the symmetry axis The two outer diagrams of Fig. 1 both represent the knot 9 27 , which means that they are equivalent via the usual Reidemeister moves, see [2, Fig. 8] . Are they equivalent through symmetric diagrams? In the sequel we construct a two-variable refinement W D (s,t) of the Jones polynomial, tailor-made for symmetric union diagrams D and invariant under symmetric Reidemeister moves. This allows us to show that there cannot exist any symmetric transformation between the above diagrams, in other words, every transformation must break the symmetry in some intermediate stages.
Motivation and background. Symmetric unions were introduced by Kinoshita and
Terasaka [8] in 1957. Apart from their striking aesthetic appeal, they appear naturally in the study of ribbon knots, initiated at the same time by Fox and Milnor [4, 3, 5] . While ribbon and slice knots have received much attention over the last 50 years [12] , the literature on symmetric unions remains scarce. We believe, however, that the subject is worthwhile in its own right, and also leads to productive questions about ribbon knots.
It is an old wisdom that, algebraically, a ribbon knot K resembles a connected sum K + ♯K − of some knot K + with its mirror image K − . This is geometrically modelled by symmetric unions: it is easy to see that every symmetric union represents a ribbon knot ( §2.2). The converse question is still open; some affirmative partial answers are known [2] . For example, all ribbon knots up to 10 crossings and all two-bridge ribbon knots can be represented as symmetric unions.
Besides the problem of existence it is natural to consider the question of uniqueness of symmetric union representations. Motivated by the task of tabulating symmetric union diagrams for ribbon knots, we were led to ask when two such diagrams should be regarded as equivalent. A suitable notion of symmetric Reidemeister moves has been developed in [2, §2] . Empirical evidence suggested that ribbon knots can have essentially distinct symmetric union representations, even if the partial knots K ± are the same. With the tools developed in the present article we can solve this problem in the affirmative for the knot 9 27 as in Fig. 1 , and indeed for an infinite family of two-bridge ribbon knots ( §6.4).
A refined Kauffman bracket.
As our main tool we develop a two-variable refinement of the Jones polynomial that nicely reflects the geometric properties of symmetric unions. Since skein relations are local and do not respect global symmetry conditions, we are led to consider arbitrary diagrams for the following construction. Definition 1.1 (refined bracket polynomial). Consider the plane R 2 with vertical axis {0} × R and let D be the set of planar link diagrams that are transverse to the axis. The Kauffman bracket [7] can be refined to a two-variable invariant D → Z(A, B), D → D , according to the following skein relations:
• For every crossing off the axis we have the usual skein relation • For every crossing on the axis we have an independent skein relation (B) .
• If C is a collection of n circles (i.e., a diagram without any crossings) having 2m intersections with the axis, then we have the following circle evaluation formula:
Remark 1.2. While the skein relations (A) and (B) are a natural ansatz, the circle evaluation formula (C) could seem somewhat arbitrary. We should thus point out that, if we want to achieve invariance, then (A) and (B) imply (C) up to a constant factor. We choose our normalization such that the unknot (where n = m = 1) is mapped to = 1.
There is a natural family of Reidemeister moves respecting the axis, as recalled in §2.3. The crucial observation is that the refined bracket is indeed invariant:
Lemma 1.3 (regular invariance). The two-variable bracket D ∈ Z(A, B) is invariant under regular Reidemeister moves respecting the axis. R1-moves off the axis contribute a factor −A ±3
, whereas S1-moves on the axis contribute a factor −B ±3 . Remark 1.4. Of course, in every construction of link invariants one can artificially introduce new variables. Usually the invariance under Reidemeister moves enforces certain relations and eliminates superfluous variables. It is thus quite remarkable that the variables A and B remain free, and moreover, carry geometric information as we shall see.
1.3.
A refined Jones polynomial. In order to obtain full invariance we normalize the twovariable bracket polynomial D with respect to the writhe. To this end we consider the set D of oriented diagrams and define the A-writhe α(D) and the B-writhe β (D) to be the sum of crossing signs off and on the axis, respectively. This ensures full invariance: is invariant under all Reidemeister moves respecting the axis (displayed in §2.3). 
Notation. We shall adopt the common notation
(1) W D (s,t) = s 1/2 + s −1/2 t 1/2 + t −1/2 n−1 V L (t),
where V L (t) is the Jones-polynomial of the link L represented by D.
If D has crossings on the axis, then we can apply the following recursion formulae:
These rules allow for a recursive calculation of W (D) for every symmetric union D. Notice that W (D) is independent of orientations according to Proposition 1.6 (6) .
We emphasize that W (D) of an arbitrary diagram D will in general not be a polynomial: 
Remark 1.12. Finding a symmetric union representation D for a ribbon knot K introduces precious extra structure that can be used to refine the Jones polynomial V K (t) to a twovariable polynomial W D (s,t). In this sense we can interpret W D (s,t) as a "lifting" of V K (t) to this richer structure. The specialization s → t forgets the extra information and projects back to the initial Jones polynomial.
The product formula
is particularly intriguing. Recall that for every ribbon (or slice) knot K, the Alexander-Conway polynomial is a symmetric prod-
The preceding theorem says that such a symmetric product also appears for the Jones polynomial V K (t), albeit indirectly via the lifted two-variable polynomial W D (s,t). Remark 1.13. We use the letter W as a typographical reminder of the symmetry that we wish to capture: W is the symmetric union of two letters V , just as the W -polynomial is the combination of two V -polynomials. (This analogy is even more complete in French, where V is pronounced "vé", while W is pronounced "double vé".) 1.5. Applications and examples. In [2] we motivated the question whether the two symmetric unions of Fig. 1 could be symmetrically equivalent. (In fact, 9 27 is the first example in an infinite family of two-bridge ribbon knots, see §6.4.) Having the W -polynomial at hand, we can now answer this question in the negative: Example 1.14. The symmetric union diagrams D (left) and D ′ (right) of Fig. 1 both represent the knot 9 27 . The partial knot is K ± = 5 2 in both cases, so this is no obstruction to symmetric equivalence (see §2.5). Calculation of their W -polynomials yields:
This proves that D and D ′ are not equivalent by symmetric Reidemeister moves. As an illustration, for both diagrams the specializations s = −1 and s = t yield
Notice that W (s,t) captures the symmetry, which is lost when we pass to the Jones polynomial V (t) = W (t,t). The latter does not seem to feature any special properties. Remark 1.15. Symmetric Reidemeister moves do not change the ribbon surface, see Remark 2.11 below. Possibly the more profound difference between the two symmetric union presentations D and D ′ of the knot 9 27 is that they define essentially distinct ribbon surfaces S and S ′ bounding the same knot 9 27 . To study this problem we would like to concoct an invariant S → W S (s,t) of (not necessarily symmetric) ribbon surfaces S ⊂ R 3 . Ideally this would generalize our W -polynomial W D (s,t) and likewise specialize to the Jones polynomial V K (t). In any case Figure 1 will provide a good test case to illustrate the strength of this extended invariant yet to be constructed.
1.6. Open questions. Our construction works fine for symmetric unions, and we are convinced that this case is sufficiently important to merit investigation. Ultimately, however, we are interested in ribbon knots. Two possible paths are imaginable: Question 1.16. Can every ribbon knot be presented as a symmetric union?
Although this would be a very attractive presentation, it seems rather unlikely. 1.7. How this article is organized. The article follows the program laid out in the introduction. Section 2 expounds the necessary facts about symmetric diagrams ( §2.1) and in particular symmetric unions ( §2.2). We then recall symmetric Reidemeister moves ( §2.3) and sketch a symmetric Reidemeister theorem ( §2.4). This is completed by a brief discussion of partial knots ( §2.5) and Reidemeister moves respecting the axis ( §2.6).
Section 3 is devoted to the construction of the two-variable bracket ( §3.1) and its normalized version, the W -polynomial ( §3.2). In Section 4 we establish some general properties analogous to those of the Jones polynomial. Section 5 focuses on properties that are specific for symmetric union diagrams ( §5.2), in particular integrality ( §5.1) and special values in t and s ( §5.3- §5.4). Section 6 discusses examples and applications: we compile a list of symmetric union diagrams and their W -polynomials for all ribbon knots up to 10 crossings ( §6.3) and study two infinite families of symmetric union diagrams of two-bridge ribbon knots ( §6.4). 
SYMMETRIC DIAGRAMS AND SYMMETRIC EQUIVALENCE
In this section we discuss symmetric diagrams and symmetric Reidemeister moves. Since we will use them in the next section to define our two-variable refinement of the Jones polynomial, we wish to prepare the stage in sufficient detail. It will turn out that our construction of the W -polynomial applies not only to symmetric unions but more generally to diagrams that are transverse to some fixed axis. In fact, the skein relations that we employ will destroy the symmetry and thus make this generalization necessary.
2.1. Symmetric diagrams. We consider the plane R 2 with the reflection ρ : R 2 → R 2 defined by (x, y) → (−x, y). The map ρ reverses the orientation of R 2 and its fixed-point set is the vertical axis {0} × R. Each component C can traverse the axis in an arbitrary number of crossings. In cases (a) and (b) these are pure crossings where the component C crosses itself, while in case (c) they are mixed crossings between the component C and its symmetric partner ρ(C).
Moreover, the component C can traverse the axis without crossing any other strand; assuming smoothness this is necessarily a perpendicular traversal. In case (a) there are precisely two traversals of this kind, while in cases (b) and (c) there are none.
Symmetric unions.
In view of the preceding discussion of symmetric diagrams, we single out the case of interest to us here: Definition 2.3. We say that a link diagram D is a symmetric union if it is symmetric, ρ(D) = D, and each component is of type (a). This means that each component perpendicularly traverses the axis in exactly two points that are not crossings, and upon reflection it is mapped to itself reversing the orientation.
While symmetric diagrams in general are already interesting, symmetric unions feature even more remarkable properties. Most notably they are ribbon links: Definition 2.4. Let Σ be a compact surface, not necessarily connected nor orientable. A ribbon surface is a smooth immersion f : Σ R 3 whose only singularities are ribbon singularities according to the local model shown in Fig. 3a : the surface intersects itself in an interval A, whose preimage f −1 (A) consists of one interval in the interior of Σ and a second, properly embedded interval, running from boundary to boundary. Proof. The essential idea can be seen in Fig. 3b ; the following proof simply formalizes this construction. We equip the disk D 2 = {z ∈ R 2 | |z| ≤ 1} with the induced action of the reflection ρ : (x, y) → (−x, y), and extend this action to Σ = {1, . . ., n} × D 2 . The symmetric diagram D can be parametrized by an equivariant plane curve g : ∂ Σ → R 2 , satisfying g • ρ = ρ • g. We realize the associated link by a suitable liftingg :
We can achieveg • ρ =ρ •g except in an arbitrarily small neighbourhood of the reflection plane {0} × R 2 to allow for twists. The mapg can be extended to a map f : Σ → R 3 by connecting symmetric points by a straight line:
for each s ∈ ∂ Σ and t ∈ [0, 1]. If we choose the liftingg of g generically, then f will be the desired ribbon immersion.
An analogous construction can be carried out for an arbitrary symmetric diagram: 
(b) Each component of type (b) bounds an immersed Möbius band. (c) Each pair of components of type (c) bounds an immersed annulus.
Let us add a remark that will be useful in §5.1. Each disk contributes an Euler characteristic 1 whereas annuli and Möbius bands contribute 0. We conclude that L bounds a ribbon surface of Euler characteristic χ(Σ) = n, where n is the number of components of type (a). Moreover, since D is symmetric, it perpendicularly traverses the axis precisely 2n times, twice for each component of type (a).
2.3. Symmetric Reidemeister moves. Symmetric diagrams naturally lead to the following notion of symmetric Reidemeister moves: Definition 2.8. We consider a knot or link diagram that is symmetric with respect to the reflection ρ along the axis {0} × R.
A symmetric Reidemeister move off the axis is an ordinary Reidemeister move as depicted in Fig. 4 carried out simultaneously with its mirror-symmetric counterpart.
A symmetric Reidemeister move on the axis is either an ordinary Reidemeister move (S1-S3) or a generalized Reidemeister move (S2± or S4) as depicted in Fig. 5 .
Subsuming both cases, a symmetric Reidemeister move is one of the previous two types, either on or off the axis.R 2 R3 R1 Remark 2.9. We usually try to take advantage of symmetries in order to reduce the number of local moves. By convention the axis is not oriented, which means that we can turn all local pictures in Fig. 5 upside-down. This adds one variant for each S1-, S2-, and S4-move shown here; the four S3-moves are each invariant under this rotation. We can also reflect each local picture along the axis, which exchanges the pairs S1±, S2±, S3o±, S3u±. Finally, we can rotate about the axis, which exchanges S3o and S3u. The S4-move, finally, comes in four variants, obtained by changing the over-and under-crossings on the axis. Remark 2.10. The S1 and S2v moves are special cases of a flype move along the axis, as depicted in Fig. 6 . The introduction of such flypes provides a strict generalization, because complex flypes along the axis can in general not be generated by the above Reidemeister moves, as observed in Remark 2.16 below. In particular, a half-turn of the entire diagram around the axis can be realized by flypes, but not by symmetric Reidemeister moves.F IGURE 6. A vertical flype along the axis Remark 2.11. Symmetric Reidemeister moves as well as flypes preserve the ribbon surface constructed in Proposition 2.7: every such move extends to an isotopy of the surface, perhaps creating or deleting redundant ribbon singularities.
A symmetric Reidemeister theorem.
In this article we shall consider the symmetric moves above as defining symmetric equivalence. Two natural questions are in order. On the one hand one might wonder whether our list could be shortened. This is not the case, in particular the somewhat unexpected moves S2± and S4 are necessary in the sense that they cannot be generated by the other moves [2, Thm.
On the other hand one may ask whether our list is complete. In order to make sense of this question and to derive a symmetric Reidemeister theorem, we wish to set up a correspondence between symmetric Reidemeister moves of symmetric diagrams and symmetric isotopy of symmetric links in R 3 .
The naïve formulation, however, will not work because crossings on the axis inhibit strict symmetry: links realizing symmetric union diagrams are mirror-symmetric off the axis but rotationally symmetric close to the axis.
One way to circumvent this difficulty is to represent each crossing on the axis by a singularity together with a sign that specifies its resolution:
→ . This reformulation ensures that the (singular) link is strictly mirror-symmetric. The signs can be chosen arbitrarily and encode the symmetry defect after resolution.
More formally, a singular link is an immersion f : {1, . . . , n} × S 1 ֒→ R 3 whose only multiple points are non-degenerate double points. We shall not distinguish between different parametrizations and thus identify the immersion f and its image L. We can then consider singular links L ⊂ R 3 satisfying the following conditions:
Transversality: L is transverse to E = {0} × R 2 , and each double point lies on E. Symmetry: L is symmetric with respect to reflection along E. For such links we have the obvious notion of isotopy, that is, a smooth family (L t ) t∈ [0, 1] such that each L t satisfies the above transversality and symmetry requirements. If the singularities are equipped with signs, then these signs are carried along the isotopy in the obvious way. Sketch of proof. We can put the isotopy (L t ) t∈ [0, 1] into generic position such that for all but a finite number of parameters 0 < t 1 < · · · < t k < 1 the link L t projects to a symmetric diagram. In particular, the diagrams between two successive parameters t i and t i+1 differ only by an isotopy of the plane and are essentially the same. Moreover we can arrange that at each exceptional parameter t i the modification is of the simplest possible type:
Events off the axis:
• The projection of a tangent line degenerates to a point: R1 move.
• Two tangent lines coïncide in projection: R2 move.
• The projection produces a triple point: R3 move.
Events on the axis:
• Two tangent lines coïncide in projection: S2h move.
• The tangent lines of a singular point become collinear in projection: S2± move.
• A strand crosses a singular point: S3 move.
• Two singular points cross: S4 move.
The details of this case distinction shall be omitted.
Remark 2.13. We emphasize that, in the above setting of symmetric isotopy, moves of type S1 and S2v cannot occur. Such isotopies can be realized only by temporarily breaking the symmetry. Instead of further enlarging the notion of isotopy in order to allow for the creation and deletion of singularities, we simply introduce S1 and S2v as additional moves. We usually even allow the more general flype moves depicted in Fig. 6 Proof. This is easily seen by a straightforward case-by-case verification.
Remark 2.16. Notice that the partial knots are in general not invariant under flypes along the axis, depicted in Fig. 6 . Such moves can change the partial knots from K − ♯L − and
Remark 2.17. The above construction can be used to define the notion of partial link for symmetric diagrams that have components of type (b) and (c), and at most one component of type (a). If there are two or more components of type (a), then there does not seem to be a natural notion of partial knot or link. (A partial tangle can, however, be defined as above, up to a certain equivalence relation induced by braiding the ends; we will not make use of this generalization in the present article.) 2.6. Reidemeister moves respecting the axis. As an unintentional side-effect, most of our arguments will work also for asymmetric diagrams. Our construction of the bracket polynomial in §3 even requires asymmetric diagrams in intermediate computations, because the resolution of crossings breaks the symmetry. Before stating the construction and the invariance theorem for our bracket polynomial, we thus make the underlying diagrams and their Reidemeister moves explicit.
As before we equip the plane R 2 with the axis {0} × R, but unlike the symmetric case, the reflection ρ will play no rôle here. We consider link diagrams that are transverse to the axis, that is, wherever a strand intersects the axis it does so transversally. For such a diagram we can then distinguish crossings on the axis and crossings off the axis. Definition 2.18. We denote by D the set of planar link diagrams that are transverse to the axis {0} × R, but not necessarily symmetric. We do not distinguish between diagrams that differ by an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism h : R 2 ∼ − → R 2 fixing the axis setwise. A Reidemeister move respecting the axis is a move of the following type:
• A Reidemeister move (R1, R2, R3) off the axis as depicted in Fig. 4 .
• A Reidemeister move (S1, S2, S3, S4) on the axis, as depicted in Fig. 5 .
The advantage of this formulation is that it applies to all diagrams, symmetric or not. For symmetric diagrams, both notions of equivalence coïncide: Proof. "⇒" Each symmetric R-move is the composition of two asymmetric R-moves.
"⇐" Suppose that we can transform a symmetric diagram D into another symmetric diagram D ′ by a sequence of R-moves and S-moves. Since R-moves may be carried out asymmetrically, the symmetry of intermediate diagrams is lost. Nevertheless, the isotopy types of the tangles left and right of the axis remain mutually mirror-symmetric, since Smoves preserve this symmetry. We can thus forget the given R-moves on the left-hand side of the axis, say. Each time we carry out an R-move on the right-hand side, we simultaneously perform its mirror image on the left-hand side. This defines a symmetric equivalence from D to D ′ . 
Lemma 3.1. The polynomial D associated to a link diagram D is invariant under R2-and R3-moves off the axis as well as S2-, S3-, and S4-moves on the axis. It is not invariant under R1-nor S1-moves, but its behaviour is well-controlled: we have
Proof. The proof consists of a case-by-case verification of the stated Reidemeister moves. It parallels Kauffman's proof for his bracket polynomial, and is only somewhat complicated here by a greater number of moves.
Let us begin by noting two consequences of the circle evaluation formula (C):
• A circle off the axis contributes a factor (−A 2 − A −2 ).
• A circle on the axis contributes a factor (−B 2 − B −2 ).
As a consequence, for Reidemeister moves of type R1(+) we find
The two summands contribute a factor A(−A 2 − A −2 ) + A −1 = −A 3 , as claimed. The same calculation works for R1(−), leading to a factor −A −3 . For S1-moves the calculation applies verbatim, replacing A by B:
Invariance under R2-moves is proven as usual, via the skein relation (A):
Here the first two summands cancel with the third, because a circle off the axis contributes a factor (−A 2 − A −2 ). Analogously, invariance under S2v-moves is proven via the skein relation (B):
Here the first two summands cancel with the third, because a circle on the axis contributes a factor (−B 2 − B −2 ). Invariance under S2h-moves is proven as follows:
Here the first two summands cancel with the third, thanks to the judicious coupling of the variables A and B, as formulated in the circle evaluation (C):
Invariance under the remaining moves will now be an easy consequence. To begin with, S2h-invariance implies invariance under the slightly more complicated move S2±:
Here the two B-summands are equal using S2h-invariance. For the B −1 -summand we carry out two opposite R1-moves, so the factors (−A 3 ) and (−A −3 ) cancel each other.
Invariance under R3-moves is proven as usual, via the skein relation (A):
Here the middle equality follows from R2-invariance, established above. Notice also that this R3-move comes in another variant: if the middle crossing is changed to its opposite, then the coefficients A and A −1 are exchanged, and the desired equality is again verified. Analogously, invariance under S3-moves is proven via the skein relation (B):
= B + B −1
=
Here the middle equality follows from S2h-invariance, established above. This proves invariance under any R2v-move in the variant (o+). For the variant (o-) the middle crossing is changed to its opposite: in the preceding equation the coefficients B and B −1 are exchanged, and the desired equality is still verified. For the variants (u+) and (u-) the horizontal strand passes under the two other strands, and the same argument still holds.
Finally, invariance under S4-moves is again proven via the skein relation (B):
The middle equality follows from S3-and R2-invariance, established above. There are three more variants of S4-moves, obtained by changing one or both of the middle crossings to their opposite. In each case the desired equality can be verified in the same way. 
This is called the W -polynomial of the diagram D with respect to the given axis. At first sight one would expect α(D) = 0, so that no normalization has to be carried out for the variable A. Indeed, in almost all cases crossing signs cancel each other in symmetric pairs, but this fails where components of type (a) cross components of type (b) or (c): according to Remark 2.2 the reflection ρ reverses the orientation of the former, but preserves the orientation of the latter. The signs in such a symmetric pair of crossings are thus not opposite but identical. The simplest example of this kind is displayed in Fig. 7 , showing in particular that α(D) can be non-zero.
3.3. Generalization to arbitrary surfaces. Our invariance arguments are local in nature, and thus immediately extend to any oriented connected surface Σ equipped with a reflection, that is, an orientation-reversing diffeomorphism ρ : Σ → Σ of order 2. Even though we do not have an immediate application for it, this generalization seems natural and interesting enough to warrant a brief sketch. As before, we will call ρ the reflection; its fix-point set is a 1-dimensional submanifold which will be called the axis.
Example 3.5. Such an object (Σ, ρ) naturally arises for every complex manifold Σ of complex dimension 1 (and real dimension 2) equipped with a real structure, that is, an antiholomorphic involution ρ : Σ → Σ. This includes the basic situation of the complex plane C or the Riemann sphere CP 1 , with ρ being complex conjugation. More generally, one can consider the zero-set Σ ⊂ C 2 of a non-degenerate real polynomial P ∈ R[z 1 , z 2 ], or the zero-set Σ ⊂ CP 2 of a non-degenerate homogeneous polynomial P ∈ R[z 1 , z 2 , z 3 ], where the reflection ρ is again given by complex conjugation. Remark 3.7. As before we can weaken the symmetry condition and consider only transverse diagrams under Reidemeister moves respecting the axis. Here we assume a Morse function h : Σ → R for which 0 is a regular value, so that the axis
We can then consider the set D(Σ) of link diagrams on Σ that are transverse to the axis. The skein relations (A) and (B) together with the circle evaluation formula (C) define an invariant D(Σ) → Z(A, B) as before. This can be further refined in two ways. Firstly, instead of one variable B we can introduce separate variables B 1 , . . . , B n for each connected component of the axis. Secondly, we can evaluate circles on the surface Σ according to their isotopy type. The generalized construction essentially works as before.
GENERAL PROPERTIES OF THE W -POLYNOMIAL
4.1. Symmetries, connected sums, and mutations. As before, we adopt the notation A 2 = t −1/2 and B 2 = s −1/2 , and instead of W (D) we also write W D (s,t).
Proposition 4.1. W D is insensitive to reversing the orientation of all components of D.
Proof. The bracket polynomial is independent of orientations, and the writhe does not change either: crossing signs are invariant if we change all orientations.
Proposition 4.2. The W -polynomial enjoys the following properties:
(
1) W D is invariant under mutation, flypes, and rotation about the axis. (2) If D♯D ′ is a connected sum along the axis, then W D♯D
Proof. In each case the proof is by induction on the number of crossings of D: the assertion is clear when D has no crossings and is propagated by the skein relations.
Flypes and mutations along the axis are depicted in Figures 6 and 9 . Such moves leave the W -polynomial invariant but can change the partial knots, namely from K − ♯L − and K + ♯L + to K − ♯L + and K + ♯L − . For a discussion of connected sums see [2] : there are different ways of forming a connected sum, but they are related by mutations. FIGURE 9 . Connected sum and mutation along the axis Remark 4.3. We point out the subtlety that there are two variants of mutation ( Fig. 10 ): rotation and flipping. (The combination of both variants yields a flip along a perpendicular axis and is not depicted here.) It is easy to see that both variants are equivalent: we can deduce a flip from two rotations and some Reidemeister moves (Fig. 11) , and conversely a rotation from two flips (Fig. 12 ). In our setting of diagrams with respect to a fixed axis, this equivalence still holds for both variants of mutation on the axis, using Reidemeister moves and flypes respecting the axis. It is thus enough to consider the mutation depicted in Fig. 9(b) . The assertion of the theorem holds for mutations on and off the axis. 
Proof 
We do not claim that these oriented skein relations suffice to determine the map W uniquely; this is probably false, and further relations are necessary to achieve uniqueness. In particular the oriented skein relations do not lead to a simple algorithm that calculates W (D) for every diagram D. This is in contrast to the Jones polynomial, for which the oriented skein relation is equivalent to the construction via Kauffman's bracket.
These difficulties suggest that the bracket polynomial of Definition 1.1 and its defining skein relations (A), (B), and (C) are the more natural construction in our context. For symmetric unions we describe a practical algorithm in Proposition 5.6 below.
THE W -POLYNOMIAL OF SYMMETRIC UNIONS
Having constructed the W -polynomial on arbitrary diagrams, we now return to symmetric diagrams, and in particular symmetric unions. It is in this setting that the W -polynomial reveals its true beauty: integrality ( §5.1), simple recursion formulae ( §5.2), and special values in t and s ( §5.3- §5.4). We continue to use the notation A 2 = t −1/2 and B 2 = s −1/2 . 5.1. Integrality. Our first goal is to control the denominator that appears in W D , and then to show that this denominator disappears if D is a symmetric union.
Example 5.1. For the three symmetric diagrams of Fig. 2 we find
The symmetry of D implies that W D is symmetric in t ↔ t −1 . By specializing s → t we recover, of course, the Jones polynomials of the knot 6 1 , the trefoil knot 3 1 , and the Hopf link L2a1, respectively. Here we orient the Hopf link (c) such that the reflection along the axis preserves orientations.
We shall see that the symmetry of D also entails that W D has no denominator, apart from s 1/2 + s −1/2 . The difficulty in proving this integrality of W D is to find a suitable induction argument: resolving a symmetric diagram D will lead to asymmetric diagrams, and for asymmetric diagrams the desired integrality does not hold in general.
The right setting seems to be the study of ribbon surfaces. Since this approach introduces its own ideas and techniques we refer to the article [1] , whose key result is a surprising integrality property of the Jones polynomial:
Theorem 5.2 ([1]). If a link L ⊂ R 3 bounds a ribbon surface of Euler characteristic m > 0, then its Jones polynomial V (L) is divisible by V (
This is precisely what we need to ensure the integrality of W D :
Corollary 5.3 (integrality). Let D be a symmetric diagram that perpendicularly traverses the axis in 2m points. Then the bracket polynomial satisfies
and, equivalently, the W -polynomial satisfies
Proof. We first consider the case where D has no crossings on the axis. By Proposition 4.5 we then know that
where Their signs are opposite so that α(D) = 0.
Proof. The assertions follow from our hypothesis that for a symmetric union the reflection ρ maps each component to itself reversing the orientation (see §2.2). In particular, each crossing on the axis involves two strands of the same component and both strands point to the same halfspace. This means that is necessarily a positive crossing ( or ), while is necessarily a negative crossing ( or ). The rest is clear.
In particular, the pairwise linking numbers of the components of a symmetric union D vanish. This also follows from the more geometric construction of ribbon surfaces in Proposition 2.6. In general, even for symmetric diagrams, the linking number need not vanish (see Remark 3.4).
Corollary 5.5. For every symmetric union link diagram D the polynomial W (D) is invariant under orientation reversal of any of the components. In other words, W (D) is well-defined for unoriented symmetric union diagrams.
Even when working with unoriented diagrams, by Proposition 5.4 we already know the B-writhe and can anticipate the B-normalization. This observation can be reformulated in the following normalized skein relations, which allow for a recursive calculation of W (D) for every symmetric union diagram D:
Proposition 5.6. Consider a symmetric union diagram D representing a link L with n components. If D has no crossings on the axis then
(22) W D (s,t) = s 1/2 + s −1/2 t 1/2 + t −1/2 n−1 V L (t),
where V L (t) is the Jones-polynomial of the link L. If D has crossings on the axis, then we can apply the following recursion formulae:
Proof. Equation (22) follows from Proposition 4.5: since D is a symmetric union, we know that m = n. If D has crossings on the axis, then we apply the skein relation (B) suitably normalized according to Proposition 5.4. This proves Equations (23) and (24).
For symmetric unions we can strengthen Corollary 5.3 in the following form:
Corollary 5.7 (strong integrality). If D is a symmetric union knot diagram, then W D is a Laurent polynomial in s and t. More generally, if D is a symmetric union diagram with n components, then W
Proof. Every symmetric union diagram D represents a ribbon link L. If D has no crossings on the axis, then the assertion follows from Equation (22) and the divisibility is ensured by Theorem 5.2. We can then proceed by induction on the number of crossings on the axis, using Equations (23) and (24). Notice that , , have the same number of components, whereas has one more component.
Special values in t.
A few evaluations of the Jones polynomial have been identified with geometric data, and some of these can be recovered for the W -polynomial: Proof. We proceed by induction on the number of crossings on the axis. If D has no crossings on the axis, then we can use Equation (22) and calculate W D (s,t) from the Jones polynomial V L (t). For the latter we know that
(See [11] or [10, Table 16 .3].) Here arf(L) is the Arf invariant of L, and lk(D) is the total linking number of L, i.e., the sum
If D has at least one crossing on the axis, then we can resolve it according to the skein relation (23) or (24). More explicitly, consider a positive crossing on the axis:
Notice that and are symmetric union diagrams with n + 1 and n components, respectively. We can thus apply the induction hypothesis: for t = ξ we find
and for t = 1 all three derivatives vanish. Analogous arguments hold when we resolve a negative crossing instead of a positive crossing . This concludes the induction.
Special values in s.
The following specializations in s are noteworthy:
Proposition 5.9. For every diagram D the specialization s → t yields the Jones polynomial of the link L represented by the diagram D, that is, W D (t,t) = V L (t).
Proof. For s → t we no longer distinguish the crossings on the axis, and the above skein relations become the well-known axioms for the Jones polynomial, thus W D (t,t) = V K (t). Another way to see this is to start from our two-variable bracket polynomial. For B → A this becomes Kauffman's bracket polynomial in one variable A. Suitably normalized and reparametrized with t = A −4 it yields the Jones polynomial, as desired. 
Proof. The evaluations are subsumed in the following commutative diagram:
On the one hand, substituting first s = −1 and then t = −1 yields det(K − ) · det(K + ). On the other hand, substituting first s = t and then t = −1 yields det(K). The equality
, the integrality property of Corollary 5.7, which ensures the commutativity of Diagram (25).
The product formula det(K) = det(K − ) · det(K + ) was first proven by Kinoshita and Terasaka [8] in the special case that they considered; the general case has been established by Lamm [9] . We derive it here as a consequence of the more general product formula for the Jones polynomial established in Proposition 5.10. 
In particular W has no denominator and is thus an honest Laurent polynomial in s and t.
As it must be, for t = −1 the last two polynomials both evaluate to W (−1, −1) = 9. The asymmetric union depicted in Fig. 14b represents the knot 8 5 with partial knots 3 1 and 3 1 . The lack of symmetry is reflected by a non-trivial denominator in the W -polynomial:
From this we can recover the Jones polynomial 
If W D is continuous in (−1, −1) then these two limits coïncide; otherwise they may differ, in which case det(K) = det(K − ) · det(K + ) as in the preceding example.
EXAMPLES AND APPLICATIONS
In this final section we present the computation of some W -polynomials. We begin with preliminaries on alternating knots ( §6.1) and a computational lemma ( §6.2). We then calculate the W -polynomials of symmetric union diagrams for all ribbon knots up to 10 crossings ( §6.3) and analyze two infinite families of symmetric union diagrams for twobridge ribbon knots ( §6.4).
Notation. Certain polynomials occur repeatedly in the following calculations. In order to save space we will use the abbreviation u = −s 1/2 − s −1/2 and the auxiliary polynomials e(t), f (t), . . . defined in Table 2 on page 25.
Alternating knots.
A non-trivial symmetric union knot diagram is never alternating. To see this, start from a point where the knot perpendicularly traverses the axis and then travel symmetrically in both directions: the first crossing-pair is mirror-symmetric and thus non-alternating.
If a knot K admits a reduced alternating diagram with c crossings then c is the minimal crossing number and every minimal diagram representing K with c crossings is necessarily reduced and alternating [7, 13, 14, 15] . This implies the following observation: This explains why in most of our examples the symmetric union representations require slightly more crossings then the (more familiar) minimal crossing representations. This argument no longer holds for non-alternating knots: the example 8 20 in Fig. 3 shows that a symmetric union diagram can realize the minimal crossing number.
In the context of alternating diagrams, the span of the Jones polynomial turned out to be a fundamental tool and has thus been intensively studied. Proof. The assertion follows from Proposition 5.6 and the known property of the span of the Jones polynomial [7, 13, 14, 15] . Fig. 15 by insertion of one necklace, the W -polynomials satisfy the relationship
Proof. Insertion of necklaces: For arbitrary link diagrams
If D ∞ is the trivial (n + 1)-component link, then for r = 1 we obtain
The general case for r necklaces follows by induction.
Insertion of crossings:
We first assume that k ≥ 0 and use induction. For k = 0 the assertion is valid for all r ≥ 0 and n ≥ 1. For the induction step we assume that the assertion holds for k − 1 for all r ≥ 0 and n ≥ 1. Then, by Proposition 5.6 we have
For k ≥ 0 this completes the proof by induction. For k ≤ 0 the calculation is analogous.
As an illustration we calculate the W -polynomials of two families of symmetric union diagrams. They will also be used for the two-bridge knot examples in §6.4 below. 
This follows from Lemma 6.4 and W D 0 (s,t) = 1 − e(t) and 
where 
Example 6.8. Figure 18 displays two symmetric union diagrams for the ribbon knot 8 9 . This knot is amphichiral, and so both diagrams are Reidemeister equivalent to their mirror images. But the first diagram (Fig. 18a ) cannot be symmetrically amphichiral because its W -polynomial is not symmetric in s: For the second diagram (Fig. 18b) we find W 2 (s,t) = 1 + f (t), so that the previous obstruction disappears. This diagram is indeed symmetrically amphichiral, as shown in Fig. 19 : (1) We start out with a diagram isotopic to Fig. 18b , (2) we slide the upper twist inside-out, (3) we perform a half-turn of each of the partial knots along its vertical axis, (4) we slide the lower twist outside-in, (5) we turn the entire diagram upside-down. Each of these steps is easily seen to be composed of symmetric Reidemeister moves; the last step is realized by a half-turn around the horizontal axis (realizable by symmetric Reidemeister moves) followed by a half-turn around the vertical axis (flype).~~F IGURE 19. Symmetric equivalence between mirror images Table 1 completes our list of ribbon knots with at most 10 crossings. In order to save space we have used the auxiliary polynomials listed in Table 2 , which appear repeatedly.
Diagrams for 6 1 , 8 20 , 9 46 , 10 140 are discussed in Example 6.6 within the 6 1 -type family, further diagrams are discussed for 8 9 in Example 6.8, for 9 27 in Example 1.14, and for 10 153 in Example 6.7. We remark that the W -polynomial of 10 129 is the same as that of 8 8 , and the W -polynomial of 10 155 is the same as that of 10 137 , in accordance with results of Kanenobu [6] who studied an infinite family containing these knots. Lemma 6.4 was used for the diagrams of 6 1 , 8 20 , 9 46 , 10 140 in Example 6.6 and again for 8 8 , 10 3 , 10 22 , 10 35 , 10 137 in Table 1. 6.4. Two-bridge ribbon knots. In this final paragraph we establish symmetric inequivalence in the family of two-bridge ribbon knots that we studied in [2] . We consider the symmetric union diagrams D n and D ′ n shown in Fig. 20 . They are defined for n ≥ 2 and we write n = 2k + 1 in the odd case and n = 2k in the even case. e(t) = t −3 (t 2 + 1) (t − 1) 2 (t 2 + t + 1) f (t) = t −4 (t 2 + 1) (t − 1) 2 (t 2 + t + 1) (t 2 − t + 1) g 1 (t) = t −5 (t 2 + 1) (t − 1) 2 (t 2 + t + 1) (t 2 − t + 1) 2 g 2 (t) = t −5 (t 2 + 1) 2 (t − 1) 2 (t 2 + t + 1) (t 2 − t + 1) g 3 (t) = t −5 (t 2 + 1) 2 (t − 1) 4 (t 2 + t + 1) g 4 (t) = t −5 (t 2 + 1) (t − 1) 4 (t 2 + t + 1) (t 2 − t + 1) g 5 (t) = t −5 (t 2 + 1) (t − 1) 2 (t 2 + t + 1) 2 (t 2 − t + 1) h 1 (t) = t −6 (t 2 + 1) (t − 1) 2 (t 2 + t + 1) (t 2 − t + 1) 3 h 2 (t) = t −6 (t 2 + 1) (t − 1) 4 (t 2 + t + 1) (t 4 − t 3 + 3t 2 − t + 1) h 3 (t) = t −6 (t 2 + 1) (t − 1) 2 (t 2 + t + 1) (t 2 − t + 1) (t 4 − 3t 3 + 5t 2 − 3t + 1) Proof. We show that the W -polynomials of the two diagrams D n and D ′ n are different for n = 3 and n ≥ 5. By Proposition 6.3 the degree in s of the W -polynomial of D ′ n ranges at most from −1 to 1. It is enough to show that the maximal or minimal degree in s of the W -polynomial of D n is bigger than 1, or smaller than −1, respectively. For brevity, we only analyze the maximal degree.
Odd case: For n = 2k + 1 we claim that max deg s W (D n ) = k + 1.
The diagram D n contains k negative and k + 1 positive crossings on the axis, therefore the maximal degree in s is less or equal to k + 1. We resolve all k negative crossings on the axis to . Only this resolution contributes by Proposition 5.6 to the maximal degree s k+1 and we obtain a factor of (−s −1/2 ) k . The resulting diagram is illustrated in Fig. 21a : it has k necklaces and k + 1 consecutive positive crossings on the axis, for which the horizontal resolution is a trivial link with k + 2 components. Let u k (a k (t) + 1) be the W -polynomial of the latter diagram without the crossings on the axis, then by Lemma 6.4 the W -polynomial of the diagram with k + 1 crossings is (−s −1/2 ) k u k (−s) k+1 a k (t) + 1 , including the factor (−s −1/2 ) k from the resolution step. By Example 6.5 we find that a k (t) = 0, proving that in the odd case the maximal s-degree of D n is k + 1. Note that the maximal s-degree of (−s −1/2 ) k u k is zero. For odd n ≥ 3 the maximal s-degree is therefore greater than 1.
Even case: For n = 2k we claim that max deg s W (D n ) = k − 1. We observe that the diagram D ⋆ n obtained from D n by deleting the first and the last crossing on the axis has the same W -polynomial as D n . This requires a short calculation using the fact that the -resolutions for these crossings are diagrams of the trivial link.
As an illustration, let us make the first three cases explicit. For n = 2 the diagram D n we resolve all k − 1 negative crossings on the axis to . As in the previous case, only this resolution contributes to the maximal degree s k−1 and we obtain a factor of (−s −1/2 ) k−1 . The resulting diagram is illustrated in Fig. 21b : it has k − 1 necklaces and k − 1 consecutive positive crossings on the axis, for which the horizontal resolution is a trivial link with k + 1 components. The process of adding necklaces and twists is the same as in the odd case: for the W -polynomial of the diagram with k − 1 crossings we have (−s −1/2 ) k−1 u k−1 (−s) k−1 b k (t) + 1 if the W -polynomial of the respective diagram without the twists is (−s −1/2 ) k−1 u k−1 (b k (t) + 1), both already including the factor (−s −1/2 ) k−1 . Using again Example 6.5 we find that b k (t) = 0. This proves that in the even case the maximal s-degree of W (D n ) = W (D ⋆ n ) is k − 1. Hence, for even n ≥ 6 the maximal sdegree is greater than 1, which proves the theorem.
